
Year 6 Spellings-Summer Term 2021 

Remember to look at the suggested list of ‘Spelling Activities’ on Spelling Shed. 

TIP - Keep using LSCWC (LOOK, SAY, COVER, WRITE, CHECK) method. 

 

WB 19.4.21  
Rule:  

Adding the 

suffix –ly.  

Words which do 

not follow the 

rules.  

 

Test on: 23.4.21 

WB 26.4.21 

Rule:  

Challenge words 

 
Test on: 

29.4.21 

WB 3.5.21 

Rule: 

Words ending 

in ‘-er’ when 

the root word 

ends in (t)ch 

 
Test on: 7.5.21 

WB 10.5.21 

Rule:  
Words with the /k/ 

sound spelled ‘ch.’  

These words have 

their origins in the 

Greek language.  

 

Test on: 14.1521 

WB 17.5.21 

Rule:  
Words ending 

with the /g/ 

sound spelt ‘–gue’ 

and the /k/ 

sound spelt ‘–

que.’  These 

words are French 

in origin.   

 
Test on: 21.5.21 

 

WB 24.5.21 

Rule:  
Words with the /s/ 

sound spelled ’sc’ 

which is Latin in its 

origin. 

Test on: 28.5.21 

 

truly address teacher scheme vague science 

duly arrive catcher chorus league scene 

publicly certain richer chemist plague discipline 

daily experience stretcher echo tongue fascinate 

slyly history watcher character fatigue crescent 

shyly mention dispatcher stomach antique scissors 

fully occasionally butcher monarch unique ascend 

wholly probably preacher school grotesque scented 

coyly reign cruncher anchor mosque scenery 

happily sentence scorcher chaos plaque descend 

Half term 31.5.21-4.6.21 

WB 7.6.21 

Rule: 
Words which 

have the same 

pronunciation but 

different 

meanings and/or 

spellings.  

 

Test on: 11.6.21 

 

 

WB 14.6.21 

Rule:  
Challenge words 

 
Test on: 18.6.21 

 

WB 21.6.21  
Rule:  

The suffix ‘–

sion’ 

pronounced 

/ʒən 

 
Test on: 

25.6.21 

 

WB 28.6.21 

Rule:  
Challenge words 

 
Test on: 2.7.21 

WB 5.7.21 

Rule: 
Revision – 

spelling rules we 

have learned in 

Stage 3. 

 
Test on: 9.7.21 

 

 

 

 

WB 12.7.21 

Rule: 
20 spellings will be 

chosen at random 

from the summer 

term. 

 
Test on: 16.7.21 

 

ball accidentally division difficult pleasure 

bawl breathe invasion important island 

berry century confusion length dislocate 

bury consider decision perhaps disadvantage 

brake eight collision position decide 

break guard television pressure survey 

fair heard erosion question exactly 

fare peculiar vision strange bravely 

mail possible fusion special ordinary 

male quarter revision purpose promise 

 


